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Introduction

This article on the Baringer Hill pegmatite does not
contain new or additional historical data or mineral
ogical data, but it is a compilation of published infor-

mation that was put together for two reasons. Recently some
Baringer Hill specimens from the Philadelphia Academy of
Natural Science collection were purchased along with other
Texas minerals. Also a collecting field trip to the Llano area
was carried out during the spring of 2008 with emphasis on
possibly similar rare-earth pegmatite collecting in Llano and
Burnet counties. It was hoped that such a compilation would
help in mineral identification and to understand mineral as-
sociations and occurrences in such pegmatites.

Naturally, most important is mineral identification because you cannot completely un-
derstand associations and occurrences if you do not know which minerals are which.
Usually the most difficult to identify are the metamict minerals, and a review of some is
given in Table 1. All of these minerals are glassy, dark colored, and have no cleavage or
crystal structure except maybe a crystal form. The hardness can be variable and ranges
from 5 to 7, averaging about 6, and generally does not vary enough between mineral
species to be useful. I thought densities or specific gravities might be useful, but they
also are variable and depend on how completely the minerals are metamict and if there
is any alteration. The chart shows the maximum variation I could find from various
sources. So generally cross them out as not useful though in special cases they may be.

The color of the specimen is also vari-
able but can be useful. Fergusonite is
brown with some black and was the
most abundant rare-earth mineral at
Baringer Hill. This can be supported
by the streak that is also variable but
may confirm the color. Other things
that may aid identification are crystal
form: tabular for allanite and small
elongated prisms for fergusonite. All
on the chart are radioactive. Yttrialite-
(Y) has noticeable and diagnostic waxy
to almost glassy yellow-orange alteration, rowlandite that may coat gadolinite-(Y) has
a brick red, rare-earth carbonate coating that may form from its alteration. Frank Rob-
erts found out that gadolinite-(Y) is attracted to a strong magnet. Originally it was
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described as attracted to an electro-
magnet as is yttrialite-(Y). Dangle
a small piece on a string and see if
the magnet moves it. True, these are
just clues to possible identification.
Naturally an EDS can be more con-
clusive, but in the field when col-
lecting, you use what you have. I
used to think that allanite looked
more like broken schorl and gado-
linite more like black obsidian, but
I found that this not necessarily cor-
rect.

The specimens from the Philadel-
phia Academy of Natural Sciences
will be discussed separately with the
individual minerals. Aside from get-
ting more specimens from Baringer
Hill to observe and their historical
value, there is no great revelation
from them and the historical data is
meager, and except for one specimen there are no dates of acquisition or donation to
the Academy. However, in some cases the labels are helpful in establishing a time
period when they were sold. Wilson’s work (2006 and 2008) was extremely helpful in
this regard. I am attempting to get this data from Collector’s Edge who has a copy of
the Academy collection ledger. In most cases the location data with the specimens is
meager, usually giving just Llano County or 5 miles south of Bluffton. However, when
reading the early reports of Hidden (1895 to 1905), Niven (1889 to 1930), and Hess
(1908), there were few other pegmatites recognized in the Llano County area so Baringer
Hill can be accepted as their source with little or no reservations.

Since the establishment of Lake Buchanan in 1937, during times of low-water reveals
that the high banks above the Colorado River is littered with many small pegmatite
dikes, some containing rare earth minerals. Evidently most of these were hidden by
vegetation and alluvium and lack of exploration. When digging out some of these
dikes in the bed of Lake Buchanan during 1996, it was evident that they had already
been dug out. The smoky quartz crystals were taken and then the area was filled back
in with debris and microcline crystals. Some places however had smoky quartz and
other minerals littering small areas on the surface, evidently from wave erosion during
low water. I am guessing that those dug out were done so after the lake was made and
during earlier periods of low water when there was no vegetation or alluvium to hide
them.

The species identifications of the Philadelphia Academy Baringer Hill specimens seems
correct though long exposure has caused some specimens to lose some of their distin-
guishing color characteristics. Most seem just black, dark gray, or brown. Other char-
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acteristics such as associations, magnetic attraction, and form can confirm their identi-
fication.

Location & Geology

The Baringer Hill
pegmatite is lo-
cated in eastern Ll-
ano County about
22 miles to the
northeast of the
town of Llano and
about 12 miles
north of Kingsland.
Few of the Phila-
delphia Academy
of Natural Science
labels have
“Baringer Hill” on
them. Most just
say: “Llano
County” or “5
miles south of
Bluffton.”

The pegmatite
formed a low
mound in the flood
plain on the west
side of the Colo-
rado River. Unfor-
tunately the peg-
matite was flooded
when Buchanan
dam was built and
closed in 1934.

Originally the pegmatite was a mound about 40 feet high that was about 100 by about
200 feet with its long direction east-west and at a right angle to the Colorado River
(Hess 1907). The country rock is a coarse-grained granite porphyry with microcline
phenocrysts to about 1 inch long. The pegmatite was asymmetrical and irregular with
some zoning apparent and a definite quartz-feldspar core near its center. The quartz-
felspar core is prominent and is the highest part of the pegmatite in the last photo-
graphs taken in the 1930s (Brock 1932, Keith 1941, Landes 1932). A replacement unit
of red albite, quartz, and microcline is the source of the rare-earth minerals. The outer
margin is surrounded by a wall zone of classic graphic granite and a zone of alteration
1 to 6 feet thick beyond it. The quartz had distinct white bands from 1/8 to 1 inch wide

Location Map of Baringer Hill showing other nearby
pegmatites, Llano and Burnet Counties, TX
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caused by small liquid inclusions, many with bubbles. Baringer Hill is a classic NYF
Pegmatite (Francis and Lang 1999). It intrudes the Lone Grove Pluton of the Town
Mountain granite and is the largest member of a group of pegmatites in Llano and
Burnet counties with the NYF signature.

Large amounts of what was thought to be samarskite were discovered in the pegmatite
by John Baringer. His name is often spelled “Barringer” but the correct spelling on
official courthouse papers is the unusual spelling Baringer (Frank Roberts personal
communication). William E. Hidden identified the gadolinite and obtained possession
of the property and eventually worked it for the Nernst Lamp Company of Pittsburg,
Pennsylvania who worked the pegmatite for the yttrium in the gadolinite for light fila-
ments. However eventually better materials for filaments were used, and there was no
further mining for rare earth minerals. Some sporadic feldspar mining—probably for
ceramics—was continued into the middle 1920s.

Baringer Hill differs in mineralogy from pegmatites in Burnet County and the Badu
pegmatite in Llano County. Baringer Hill was intruded into the Lone Grove pluton
while these other pegmatites were intruded into metamorphic rocks. The smaller
pegmatites like those at Pebble beach, Black Rock State Park, and the Petrick granite
quarry are possibly more closely related in mineralogy to Baringer Hill.

Baringer Hill History

1886 ............... Hill acquired by John Baringer as part of a swap from Mr. Wills for an
unpaid debt.

1886, July ...... Baringer recovered first piece of gadolinite.  500 kilos gadinolite re-
covered

1888 ............... Thought to be samarskite
1888, fall ........ Piece collected and sent to by A. E. Foote to Genth (1989) identified as

gadolinite, Hidden also sent some.
1889 ............... William Niven makes a collecting trip for minerals to Baringer Hill,

stays 2 months collecting over 200 pounds of gadolinite and exploring
by trenching. A second collecting trip was made later in the year.

1889, Dec ....... Analysis published in Hidden & Mackintosh (1889).
1889 ............... Hill purchased by Hidden through Niven.  Sold to Piedmont Mining

Company; controlled by Thomas A. Edison.
1890 ............... Niven made his 3rd collecting trip to Baringer Hill.
1902-03 .......... Hidden worked the deposit for Nernst Lamp Company who had bought

if from Piedmont and was owned by Westinghouse.
1905-6 ............ Last time deposit worked by Hidden for Nernst Lamp Company.
1910-25 .......... Much of the Feldspar removed probably mostly from the dumps.
1932 ............... Deposit was evidently still controlled by Westinghouse because Brock

obtained permission from them to visit the property for the last recorded
collecting

1937 ............... Baringer Hill flooded by Buchanan Dam and lake Buchanan.
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Minerals of the Baringer Hill Pegmatite

Albite, NaAlSi3O8, occurs as perthitic intergrowths with microcline. Albite crystals
lining cavities are less than 2.4 cm across except in the red rock of Landes (1932) that
is composed of albite crystals about 9.6 cm long. Veins of magnetite cut through the
albite red rock.

Allanite-(Ce), CaCeFe2+Al2(Si2O7)(SiO4)O(OH), occurs as tabular crystals and masses
that are smoky brownish black to black and have gray streak that is slightly greenish or
brown. Density is 3.5 to 4.2. A 300-pound mass of pure allanite was recovered in
1902-03. Landes (1932) reports it the most abundant mineral collected in the sorting
and cobbing area, possibly because it contained no yttrium. He claims it differs from
gadolinite by having a smooth conchoidal fracture instead of the irregular conchoidal
fracture observed in gadolinite.

There were two numbers of allanite from the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sci-
ence. Number 7910 consisted of six small pieces that are dull and only bright and
lustrous where there are some fresh nicks. They were donated from the Atkinson col-
lection. Most probably from E.C. Atkinson who was a partner in the mineral business
with George L. English in Philadelphia from 1887 to 1893 when English bought out
the partners Atkinson and Niven and moved his operations to New York City (Wilson
2008). Number 19033 is a single specimen about 6 by 5 by 3 cm that is a lustrous black
and is more typical of allanite. It was a George English specimen donated by E. D.
Drown. The English label with offices in New York on Broadway would date this
specimen from 1890 to 1892 when it was purchased possibly by Drown (Wilson 2008).
Analysis of Baringer Hill allanite by Marble (1940):
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CaO .......................  8.48%
MgO ......................  0.15%
Ce2O3 ..................................... 10.58%
La2O3 ..................................... 11.97%
Yt2O3 ......................................  0.81%
FeO-Fe2O3 ........................ 14.90%
Al2O3 ...................................... 19.09%
SiO2 ......................................... 29.89%
ThO2 .......................................  0.82%
H2O et al. ...............  04.32%

Autunite, Ca(UO2)2(PO4)2
.10-12(H2O), is a yellow fluorescent, secondary uranium

mineral that may coat fergusonite (Landes 1932).

Biotite, KFe3
2+AlSi3O10(OH)2, was observed by Hidden in large black books and is

associated with the rare earth minerals. Thin books with albite were collected by Landes
(1932). Hidden (1905) reports that it contains cesium and rubidium and is close to
lebidomelane in composition.

Chalcopyrite, CuFeS2, has been reported in small amounts by Hidden in Hess (1908).

Chalcopyrite, CuFeS2, occurs in small quantities.

Fergusonite-(Y), YNbO4, may form elongated pyramidal prismatic crystals that are a
dull brownish black but are brilliant on fresh fractures. It has a pale brown streak and
is the most abundant rare-earth mineral at Baringer Hill and occurs with the cyrtolite
variety of zircon and thorogummite. Aggregates of fergusonite up to five pounds were
recovered in 1902-03. Density is 5.6 to 5.8.

Fergusonite-(Y) is represented by four numbers in the Philadelphia Academy of Natu-
ral Sciences collection. All except one represent multiple specimens, and number 24132
is a bag of mostly small specimens that contains mostly fergusonite-(Y) but also in-
cludes some gadolinite-(Y), zircons variety cyrtolite, and one flat pink to reddish brown
garnet piece. No source is given for these specimens, but they look like someone had
just walked around the surface of the pegmatite, picked them up, and given them to the
Academy. Specimens (5) under number 7898 are all dark brown to black with irregular
shapes, and one has two-centimeter size inclusions of gray molybdenite. The William
Niven label would date this specimen at 1890 (Wilson 2006, 2008). Specimen 7940 is
large and consists of fergusonite with patches of pale red feldspar with numerous crude
zircon (cyrtolite) crystals to two cm and small elongated fergusonite-(Y) crystal pieces
that someone has attempted to etch into relief, but obviously most of the fergusonite-
(Y) crystals broke. It was donated from the Atkinson Collection. Specimen number
19176 is an A. E. Foote specimen donated by E.D. Drown. The small Foote labels have
been glued to each specimen.

Analyses of Baringer Hill fergusonite-(Y) from Hidden and Mackintosh (1989):

CaO .........  2.74% .......  0.14%
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Y2O3 ............... 32.36% ...... 42.33%
U2O3 ...............  3.98% .......      -
U3O4 ...............  3.12% .......  1.54%
ThO ......... 0.83% ........  3.38%
FO ....................  3.75% .......  0.98%
Nb2O5 ........... 42.79% ...... 46.27%
H2O..........  8.19% .......  2.02%

Fluorite, CaF2, was observed in large crystalline masses with some large crystal faces
but no complete crystals. It ranges from colorless to a violet so dark that it looks black.
The lighter color generally is segregated alone in the quartz. At warm temperatures,
some of the fluorite becomes luminous without ultraviolet radiation.

Gadolinite-(Y), Y2Fe2+Be2Si2O10, forms prismatic crystals terminated by a pinacoid or
a pyramid. Crystals and masses may be quite large. It is vitreous to greasy and black,
greenish black, or brown with a greenish gray streak. It often may have a brick red or
yellow alteration coating. A 73-pound group of double crystals collected in March
2003 was considered by Niven to be the greatest group of crystals. In 1903-04 about
1000 pounds of pure gadolinite were recovered. The largest specimen measured 36 by
11 inches. Density ranges from 4.36 to 4.77.

Philadelphia Academy of Natural Science specimen number 24674 is a real treasure. It
measures 12 by 11 by 7.5 cm and is a crude partial crystal with two distinct prism faces
and one pyramidal face. It is mostly covered by the brick red material that is said to be
the alteration of rowlandite that might have at one time coated the specimen. This red
material is a rare earth carbonate. In one place the lustrous black gadolinite shows
through, and its weight and radioactivity would indicate that most of the specimen is
still gadolinite. It came with a George English label number 282 that dates the speci-
men from 1889-90 and was probably purchased by the Academy from him during this
time.

Analysis by L. G. Eakins in Hidden & Mackintosh (1889) and by Genth in Hidden and
Mackintosh (1889).

Eakins Genth 1 Genth 2

SiO2 ............................ 23.79% .... 22.87% .... 22.80%
FeO ................ 12.42% .... 13.69% .... 12.93%
BeO ............... 11.33% .... 09.24% .... 09.19%
Ce2O3 ........................ 02.62% .... 02.65% .... 02.66%
(Di,La)2O3 ........... 05.22% .... 05.22% .... 05.01%
(Y,Er)2O3 ............... 41.55% .... 44.35% .... 44.35%

Garnet was observed as a small flattened mass with no faces observed. It was a pink to
red brown and found in Philadelphia Academy of Natural science specimen 24132.

Hematite, a-Fe2O3, is present in small amounts. Martite, hematite after magnetite, has
been reported by Niven (1930).

Ilmenite, Fe2+TiO2, was observed in radiating groups of sheets or blades from 2.4 to
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16.4 cm in width and to 6 mm thick. It usually occurs in groups in selected areas and
may be associated with large sheets of biotite.

Lanthanite-(Ce), (Ce,La,Nd)2(CO3)3
.8H2O, was observed as incrustations on allanite

- (Ce) from which it alters (Hidden in Hess 1908). It occurs as white, pink, and color-
less platy to tabular crystals elsewhere.

Lepidolite is reported, but its occurrence is doubtful here.

mackintoshite = thorogummite

Magnetite, Fe2+Fe2
3+O4, occurs with no impurities as black spheroidal granular masses,

thin veins in albite red rock and crystals.

Microcline, KAlSi3O8, is usually perthitic (intergrown with albite). It is pale brown to
red and occurs in large crystalline masses over 30 feet in diameter. Terminations are
not common but do occur, and twinning plains may be evident.

Molybdenite, MoS2, in gray plates to 12 cm wide, may form masses to over 10.5
pounds. Centimeter-size pieces were observed in fergusonite-Y masses from the Phila-
delphia Academy of Natural Science (specimen 7898).

Molybdite, MoO3, occurs as white to greenish white and rarely apple green plate in
cavities (Hidden 1905).

Muscovite, KAl2[]AlSi3O10(OH)2, as a lithia mica occurs as small flakes 1.2 cm across
in cracks of quartz.

Opal, SiO2
.nH2O, variety hyalite, is reported by Niven.

Orthoclase, KAlSi3O8, is described with microcline by Hidden and Mackintosh. At
the nearby Petrick pegmatite, it is mostly white while the microcline is reddish. The
variety adularia is mentioned by Comstock, but it is doubtful at Baringer Hill and not
mentioned by later investigators.

Polycrase-(Y)—Euexenite-(Y), (Y,Ca,Ce,U,Th)(Ti,Nb,Ta)2O6, occurs in black grains,
small masses, and plates associated with ilmenite. It contains 25 percent yttrium and is
very radioactive. Its density ranges from 4.7 to 5.9.

Powellite, CaMoO4, occurs as white crusts lining cavities and sugary white radiating
or plumose crystals 0.6 to 1.8 inches long. It is rarely greenish, and fluoresces yellow
under shortwave radiation.

Pyrite, FeS2, was observed in cubic and octahedral crystals (Hiddenite in Hess 1908)

Quartz, SiO2, as milky quartz occurs in large banded masses. Extremely large crystals
of smoky quartz were found in large vugs that weigh to 1000 pounds. Amethyst, some
of gem quality occurs in crystals 2.4 by 1.2 cm in feldspar.

Rowlandite-(Y), Y4Fe2+Si4O14F2, occurs with gadolinite and is a drab green and rarely
red, but alters to a waxy brick red that may coat gadolinite. These are carbonates of
rare earths and lime. It is more lustrous than gadolinite, and thin pieces are transparent.
The powder or streak is a light greenish gray. Density when metamict is 4.39. A pure
mass of rowlandite, recovered in 1902-3, weighed 1 kilo.
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Rowlandite-(Y) is number 20904. It is a 2 cm specimen that was given to the Philadel-
phia Academy of Natural Science by the Yale (Peabody) Museum. It has a Brush label
with a note on the label recording that it was received from W. E. Hidden in 1899.
Brush retired from Yale in 1898 and donated his collection to the Peabody Museum in
1904. So the Academy obtained it after that date (Wilson 2008). The specimen does
not react to an electromagnet, so it probably is rowlandite-(Y) though the greenish
color is hard to detect, and it appears more grayish that green.

Analysis A shows elements more than 1% by Crook et al. (1978). B is from Hidden.

 A B

Fe2O3 ...................  3.96%.........  4.48%
SiO2 ...................... 26/12% ....... 26.04%
ThO2 .................... 1.34%.......... 0.59%
Y2O3 ..................... 29.44% ....... 47.70%
Ce2O3 .................. 3.7%............ 5.06%
Nd2O3 ................. 1.65%.......... -
Sm2O3 ................. 2.65%.......... -
Gd2O3 ................. 4.51%.......... -
Tb2O3 .................. 1.32%.......... -
Er2O3 ................... 6.16%.......... -
Yb2O3 ................. 5.78%.......... -
Dy2O3 ................. 5.08% .......... -
F ................. 4.62% .......... 3.78%
La group ..... - ................... 9.34%

Rutile, TiO 2, has been observed as prismatic and yellow sagenite reticulated crystals
to 0.25 inches.

Sphalerite, ZnS, has not been specifically identified from Baringer Hill, but the zinc
in fergusonite analyses indicates that it is probably present (Hidden in Hess 1908).

Tengerite-(Y), Y2(CO3)3 2-3H2O, forms white globular masses and as crystals, alone
to 1.5 mm and in nests of crystals. Globular and flat radiated concretions in cracks and
fissures of gadolinite. Analysis of Hillebrand in Hidden (1905):

Y2O3 etc. ......... 40.8%
Ce2O3 etc ........  7.0%
CaO ................  8.3%
BeO ................  9.7%
Fe2O3 .........................  4.0%
CO2 ............................. 19.6%

Thorogummite, Th(SiO4)1-x(OH)4x, is a dull yellowish brown to reddish. Only about 2
pounds were collected by Niven. Density is 3.26 to 5.44. About 50 pounds were recov-
ered in 1902-03 with some pieces weighing a pound and some as good crystals. A and
B. are Thorogummite (mackintoshite) from Hidden (1893). C. is from Hidden & Mack-
intosh (1889). Landes (1932) noted it as a brick red resinous alteration of uraninite.
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A. B. C.
SiO2 ............................ 13.90% ........13.92% ....... 13.09%
UO2 ............................. 22.40% ........21.86% ....... 22.03%
ThO2Ce? ......... 45.30% ........Lost ............. 41.44
PbO ................ 3.74% ..........3.92% ......... 2.16%
FeO ................. 1.15% .......... - .................. 0.90%
H2O................. 7.85% .......... - .................. -

Tveitite-(Y), Ca14Y5F43, occurs as white to cream-yellow irregular inclusions, 1 mm or
less in yttrian rich fluorite. It imparts a strong yellow-orange fluorescence to the fluo-
rite under shortwave ultraviolet radiation. The fluorite normally has a cream to pale
orange fluorescence (Crook 1987).

Uraninite, UO2, was erroneously named nivenite. It occurs in cubic crystals and masses.
It is intimately associated with cyrtolite and thorogummite. It is velvety black in color
with a brown-black streak with a density ranging from 10.62-10.95. A. Analysis, nivenite,
from Hidden & Mackintosh (1889) B. is from Hillebrand, U. S. Geological Survey
Bulletin 78:

 A B
UO2 -UO3 ............. 66.64% ............... 65.06%
ThO2 ..........................  7.57.% ...............  6.69%
Y2O3 etc. ......... 11.22% ............... 11.82%
PbO ................ 10.16% ............... 10.08%

Vesuvianite, reported but not confirmed.

Yttrialite -(Y), Y2Si2O7, occurs on gadolinite as olive-green masses with conchoidal
fracture when fresh, but alters to a diagnostic yellow orange material. Also in large
masses, an 18-pound mass was recovered in 1902-03. Green masses have a muddy
color caused by inclusions. The density is 4.56 to 4.58.

The Philadelphia Academy of Natural Science specimen numbered 19968 is from the
U.S. National Museum. It is a 4 cm specimen and mostly a lustrous dark gray, but the
back side has minute fragments of the typical yellow orange alteration that helps con-
firm its identity.

Analysis is from Hidden & Mackintosh (1889):

SiO2 ............................ 29.17%
ThO2 .......................... 12.00%
Ce2O3 ........................  1.68%
FeO ................  2.89%
Y2O3 ........................... 46.50%
Re2O3 etc. .......  2.49%

Yttrocrasite-(Y), (Y,Th,Ca,U)(Ti,Fe3+)(O,OH)6, is black with a pitchy to resinous lus-
ter. Thin splinters are red to pale yellow. Crude crystals showing three pinacoids, prism,
and orthodome. A. is an analysis of specimen from Burnet County, 3 mi. E of Baringer
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Bibliography of the Baringer Hill Pegmatite, Llano County, TX
Anonymous 1889. Niven vists Barringer Hill. Brooklin Eagle, December 19, 1889, 1.
(Barringer, brief account of his trip to Texas. Barringer Hill is the only location for rare
earth minerals in Llano County).
Barnes, V. E. 1943. Feldspar in the central mineral region of Texas. Texas mineral
resources, University of Texas Publication 4301, 93-104. (Baringer, now covered by
Lake Buchanan, good bibliography.)
Bastin, E. S. 1910. Economic geology of the feldspar deposits of the United States.
U.S. Geological Survey Bulletin 420.
Becker, G. F. 1908. Relations of radioactivity to cosmogony and geology. Geological
Society America Bulletin 19:113-146.
Brock, C. L. 1932. A Trip to Barringer Hill. Rocks & Minerals 7:54-59. (Barringer, A
4/1931 collecting trip by Brock, director of the Houston Museum of Natural History,
5 photos of the quartz core, collected cyrtolite, gadolinite, 2 crystals of nivenite, and
obtained a large quantity of allanite from a man living at the mine; secured permission
from Westinghouse who still controlled the mine. Visited Niven in Austin afterwards.
Brown, L.S. 1930. A new report on the Baringer Hill district of Texas (abstract). Ameri-

Hill by Warren in Hidden and Warren (1906):
A.

TiO2 ............................ 49.72%
WO .................  1.89%
(Yt, Er)2O3 .......... 25.67%
Ce2O3 etc. .......  2.92%
Fe2O3 ......................... 1/44%
ThO2 ..........................  8.75%
UO2 .............................  1.98%
CaO ................  1.83%

Zircon, ZrSiO4, variety cyrtolite occurs as brown crystals with curved faces. Internally
the crystals are darker and may be black. They occur with fergusonite and are radioac-
tive and contain yttrium. Analysis of Hidden and Mackintosh (1889) indicates it con-
tains 31.36 to 42.33 percent Yttrium and 42.79 to 46.27 percent niobium. Landes (1932)
mentions it as an important source of hafnium.

Unidentifed yellow mineral occurs with brown fergusonite-(Y) in a specimen under
the number 24132 from the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Science. It is a pale
yellow and occurs as mats of acicular crystals. It is nonfluorescent under short wave
radiation and was not observed on any other specimens in this lot or other specimens
from Baringer Hill observed by the author.

I would like to thank Frank Roberts and Nancy Farah who were with me on my collect-
ing trip to the Hill Country in May and who critically read this manuscript and offered
suggestions, corrections and additions.
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NYF pegmatite (abstract). Canadian Mineralogist 37:818. (Baringer, generalized de-
scription of the pegmatite and some minerals.)
Frondel, C. 1961. Two yttrium minerals: spencite and rowlandite. Canadian Miner-
alogist 6:579-81.
Genth, F. A. 1889. Contributions to mineralogy. American Journal of Science ser. 3,
38:198-200.
Hackett, J. and R. Wilkes 1998. A Rare-earth occurrence in Texas: The history of
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